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Product 215276

215276 MoveClip Device mounting adapter, AMPS-standard holes. 2 female + 1 male.

The device mounting adapter accommodates all devices/device cradles that have the AMPS hole pattern (a
square like hole pattern) in the back of the device or cradle. The mounting adapter has a spring stud as a locking
device.  
 
The device mounting adapter consists of two parts - one male plate and one female plate that slides into each
other and locks into place. The male plate attaches to the back of the device/device cradle and accommodates
both AMPS landscape and portrait hole pattern/horizontal and vertical hole pattern. The female plate attaches to
the ProClip Mounting Platform or any other type of mounting bracket or flat surface.  
 
Due to the sliding feature the device or device cradle can easily be removed from the mount. Your device may
have a windshield suction cup mount attached to the AMPS holes. If so, this has to be removed before you can
attach the male plate. The pictures show the device mounting adapter in use with a Sirius ratellite receiver and a
ProClip Mounting Platform.
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1. 2.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

4.3.

The Device Mounting Adapter accommodates the AMPS hole pattern in both landscape and portrait. The images
show the Device Mounting Adapter in use with a Sirius Satelite Receiver and a ProClip Mounting Platform.  
 
1. Place the male plate over the matching holes in the back of your device. (If you have any other mounting
device attached this has to be removed first.) Screw the plate to the device using the enclosed screws.  
 
2. Attach the female plate to the ProClip and screw it to the mount using the enclosed screws.  
 
3. Slide the Device down into the female plate on the vehicle mount until it clicks into place.  
 
4. The Device in place on the vehicle mount.
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